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Deepening Shadow
In sending a Harvard specialist in Asian affairs to
jail for contempt of court, a Federal judge in Boston
has all but wiped out the right of either newsmen or
scholars to protect confidential sources of information
before grand juries. He has also taken a long step
toward legitimizing misuse of grand juries as instruments
of pOlitical intimidation.
The all-e~bracing compass given by District Judge
W. Arthur Garrity to the Supreme Court's recent decision on press subpoenas confirms the gloomiest fears of
those who felt that the Supreme Court was thereby
acquiescing in, serious infringement of First Amendment
guarantees ,of a free press. The limitations on the sweep
of the Supreme Court ruling, which Justice Powell had
noted in a separate concurring opinion, were brushed
aside by the Boston judge as of little significance. In
his opinion Justice Powell had specifically rejected the
notion that state or Federal authorities were free to
annex the press as "an investigative arm of government."

•

*

*

Judge Garrity's interpretat ion of the law was given
as he overrode last·minute objections to the jailing of
Prof. Samuel L. Popkin for refusing to answer certain
questions put to him early last year by a Federal grand
jury investigating the distribution of the Pentagon Papers,
In the end, Professor Popkin's refusal came down
solely to an unwillingness to reveal the n es of governmental officials who had aid~ hbn.
is tesearch
r. e ha already testified
on aspeCts of the Vi
that he had no direct knowledge about the distribution
or publication otthe papers themwr'l!!~"~~JIU~J
clear his r diness to ans ~ questions pertaming to
otne.
aniel Ellsberg, who is
under Federal indictment in California in connection with
release of'1he Qocwp.ents. The Government itself hinted
that it did not belifiie
t Popkin ha
information that would help the grand jury in its missio

*

*

*

Unquestionably, there is room for argument on the
extent to which the First Amendment provides the same
.jmmunities to scholars that it does to the press-if,
indeed, those immunities remain in place even for the
press.
The Supreme Court has made the point in the recent
subpoena cases that validation of a reporter's claim to
use the First Amendment as a shield might open the
way for similar claims by lecturers, opinion pollsters,
dramatists, novelists and others wrapping themselves
in the mantle of public information. Without pretending tha:t the line would be easy to draw, we believe that '
a valid distinction is possible for experts with bona fide
academic credentials. The Kinsey Report, for example,
relied on the accounts of 5,000 people who told of committing adultery-a crime in virtually all s'tates. Cer·
tainly, no one would have expected its authors to have
given a grand jury their names.
There can be no argument about the chilling effect of
the Popkin jailing on freedom of research in controversial
areas of current public policy. Continuation of the present
trend in judicial decisions, prompted by far-reaching ,
Federal prosecutions, will make it increasingly difficult
for reporters or scholars to penetrate the wall of official
secrecy behind which the public officials c~ hide their
errors and transgressions.

JAMES RESTON, Vic" Pl'esiaent
J'OHN B. CAKES, EditorialPage-Editor
A. H. RASKI N, Assistant Editorial Page Editor

A.:rvr. ROSENTHAL, lIf anaging. Editor
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•
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them to breach those contracts to aid another union.
Whether that view will be sustained on appeal remains
uncertain.
If it does not, the performers' union will presumably
reinstate its mandate that men who have spent much
of their life fighting governmental thrusts toward censorship ~nd intimidation gag themselves 'in support of
a cause in which they do not believe.

Tyranny by Picket
A judge's order has prevented the union to which
Columbia Broadcasting System newsmen belong from
forcing them off the air against their will, in a dispute
that does not direct!y concern either them or their
union. Salutary as is the court's action, it was based
on special ' ccinside'nitions of a technical nature that
leave unchallenged a basic threat to the free flow of
information.
In common with leading entertainers and other TV
personalities, the C.B.S. newscasters had been instructed
by their union, the American Federation 'Of Televisilm
and Radio Artists (AFTRA), not to cross picket lines
established by striking broadcast technicians. This
requirement that newsmen stay away from their jobs
'Or run the risk of union-imposed penalties represents a
standing danger to press freedom, even though there
was nothing unusual about it in terms of traditional
trade union practice.
In every industry, from diaper delivery to shipbuilding,
striking unions have called on 's ister organizations to
tighten the squeeze 'On management by honoring picket
lines.' Certainly such tactics are not unfamiliar in D s,
papers, many of Which have been blacked 'Out fot 1011g
periods by just such ,expressions of union sgJi'aarity.
What injects a particularly disturbing - ele
thought control into the AFTRA no-work 0 r is its
, insistence that ' the 'newsmen cio,Se ranks behind the
striking technicians in the face 'Of a public statement
by the newsmen that most did not agree with the objectives of the strike insofar as ther understood them.
The walkout involves exce~gly complex issues of
work rules and rival claiII)6 to union jurisdiction over;
sophisticated new electro c equipment. In such matters
it is always hard to ell where demands move from
legitimate job prot tion into featherbedding or interunion piracy. 0 top 'Of all that, the order silencing
, the C.B.S. new:scasters would have applied ,not only to
I
those who joined AFTRA by choice but ' also to th
obliged to join involuntarily under the union-shop co'ntraot between it and the network (an obligation that
can technically be satisfied by mere payment of dues
to the union).
,
None of these factors affecting First Amendment freedoms played a major part in the decision of State
Supreme Court Justice Hyman Korn to prohibit AFTRA
from enforcing its edict. He based his ruling primarily on
the fact that all the stars of the C.B.S. news team have
individual contracts and that AFTRA could not compel
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See Pat Run
I

FROM the people who brought you this
- the teacher strike of '68 - come now in-"
structi ons on how to vqte for responsible government, i.e., against. Crutcher Harrison and
. Ethel Beckham , for Pat Tornillo. The tracts
and blurbs and bumper stickers pile up daily in
teachers' school mailboxes amidst continuing
pouts that the School Board should be deliver\tld ng all this at · your expense. The screeds say
the strike is not an issue. We say maybe it
wouldn't be were it not a part of a continua/ tion of disregard of any and all laws the CTA
might find aggravating. Whether in defiance
of zoning laws at CTA Towers, contracts and
laws during the stri~e, or more recently state
prohibitions against soliciting campaign funds
:,

I

amongst teachers, CT A says fie and try and
sue us - what's good for CTA is good for .
CTA and that is natural law. Tornillo's law;
. maybe. For years now he has been kicking the '
public shin to call attention to his shakedown v
statesmanship. He and wh'i chever, acerbic
prexy is in alleged office have always felt their '
private ventures so chock-full of 'Public. weal , .
that we should leap at the chance to nab the ·
tab, be it half the Glorious Leader's salary Or
the dues checkoff or anything else except perhaps mileage on the staff hydrofoil. Give him
public office, says Pat, and he will no doubt
live by the Golden Rule. Our translation reads
that as more gold and more rule.

I
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State's Laws
' .,.'
..
.

os'"
Pat rTornlllo,
ri,v,·;:.'
l. .,-"7'.).-"""
..'

I

. "' .

;;'i,And
. .

'I ~i' :' LOOK who's UI~h~lding the law! ~\

' .

': , ~ - Pat Tornillo, boss of the Classro~m ~
' P.Teachers Association and candidate for ;
' the State Legislature in the Oct. 3 runoftj
.\election, has denounced his opponent as ~ .
• Jacking "the knowledge to be a legisla>tor, 'as evidenced by his failure to file a
~. list of contributions to and expenditures
L~f ,his campa!gn as required by law." .
~ :./,

Czar Tornillo calls !'violation of this
.

"law inexcusable."

r: " . This is the same PatTornillo who led
:,t he CTAstrike from February 19 to ."
tMarch 11, 1968, against the school chil~
:~qren and taxpayers of Dade County. '
!"Gall it whatever you will, i.t was an iJIe:i gal act against the public interest Clnd,
;.:c learly prohibited by the statutes. ' :~ .

I

' ~.f:~ .

->" . We cannot say it would be illegal but

: certainly it would be inexcusable of the
'--Voters if they sent Pat Tornillo to Tallalhassee to occupy the seat for District ,
l03 in the House of Representatives.
" ,
•
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What the Media Need Now

\

To the Editor:
Twenty-five years ago, when the
Hutchins Commission on Freedom of
the Press issued its report on mass
communications, the sort of logic expressed in Karl r.1eyer's May lOOp-Ed
. article, "A Message for the Media,"
might have warranted reader interest
and confidence. But a quarter-century
has passed, and all of us associated
with journalism are surely a little
• more so.phisticated than we or our
~counterparts were in those days.
We have . had an exhausting oppor-

tunity to witness the nature, en~d
doubtful achievements of multitudinbus commissions, committees and
subcommittees dealing with every
conceivable problem and providing a
limitless variety of solutions .
Today, on examining Mr. Meyer's
thoughts, I find . myself instinctively
inquiring: Who would be the distinguished members of a new press commission? How would they be selected ' v' ./ /
and by whom? How could we be cer- ')
.
tain of their fairness and impartiality?
Would they stand for Establishment .
values or would their values be, fashionably, counterestablishment-and, if
both, what could be the. utility or
significance of any compromise
reached? Th ese questions, unfortunately, at once generate more questions.
The most advantageous answers to
prevailing difficulties will not come
from that abstraction, a commission,
. which, for all practical purposes, is
simply an expression of faith on Mr.
Meyer's part. They will . (or they
could) come from individual critics
of the press-persons we can readily
identify, whose intellectual slant Is
generally recognized and appreCiated
and whose ideas must steadily face
the test of a demanding and intelligent
readership.
I would hope it is already obvious
that we should see much more criticism and praise of the news media· in
the news media, with a sustained and
productive give-and-take between the
writer and his public. We simply don't
seem to have that now. This is surprising. Commonly today, critics or
the press address other critics in speci alized publications by, for and to
. the press-a parochial and wearisome
process.
Our leading journals and broadcasting outl ets should be providing space
and t ime for someone with a defi ni- .
tive comprehension of media Prob- \
lems, needs and ' opportunities, som eone recognized for that very scarcest
of hum an ' commodities, t~ , who
could challenge, reject and admire a ll
that he wants to within hi s specialty,
t he press-doing this, mind you, on a
broad public stage.
That is the one hones t and, perhaps, the only effec tive way of dealing wi th a ll that ala rm s, concerns and
inspires Mr. Meye r. JACOBS H. JA FF E
Brooklyn, May la, 1972
Til e writ er. curator of the George Po lk .
M emoria l A wards, is chairm an of t he
departmen t of jOllrnalism , ,L ong I s/and
U nivers ity, BroohlYIl Center.

r

Have We Been Here Before?
If you think today's reformers, young people, consumerists, environmentalists, radicals and hippies are giving business a hard time, you
should have been around when the muckrakers were active. Funny
thing: In the long run their reforms tu rned out to be good for business.
HE was "Teddy the Trustbuster" and
an environmentalist to boot-they
called them conservationists then-but
on this occasion President Theodore
Roosevelt sounded more like Spiro T .
Agnew castigating the do-gooders.
"Socialists! Sensationalists! Agitators and puzzleheads!" The words
came flying like bullets from behind
TR's gleaming white wall of
teeth. One can imagine his
flushed face, his eyes glinting
behind steel-rimmed spectacles,
as he slaps the March 1906 issue of Cosmopolitan down on his
desk with a force that makes the
pens leap and the papers flutter. "These reckless journalists,
these wild preachers of reform,"
he blusters, "are the most dangerous opponents of reform!"
This was in an off-the-record
talk to newsmen. TR chose more
elegant words a month later
when he repeated the sentiments in a public speech.
"In Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress," he declared, looking out
over the large crowd who had
got wind that their safari-going
President was ·once again out for
blood, "you may recall the description of the Man with the
Muckrake, the man who could
look no way but downward,
with a muckrake in his hands ;
who was offered a celestial
crown for his muckrake, but
who would neither look up nor
regard the crown he was offered, but continued to rake to
himself the filth of the floor."
The label stuck. Muckrakers
they were henceforth, these
journalists, academics and businessmen who exposed wrongdoing and injustice within the
system as a means of saving
the system. To a degree, TR
was one of them, but he was
also a practical politician schooled in
New York City ward politics and in
dealings with Congress. TR was
pleased when the muckrakers helped
push railroad and pure food legislation through Congress, but when the
exposures became too radical, they
created demands for reform that TR
could not satisfy and they cast doubt
upon his own effectiveness as a reformer. Hence his blasts.
52

Does all this sound familiar? It
should. Turn-of-the-century politicians were faced with demands for
more sanitary meat, better working
conditions and fewer slums, a crackdown on monopolies and preservation
of the forests. But as practitioners of
the art of the possible, they couldn't
always deliver. It is no different now.

rakers. Who were they and what did
they do to American capitalism? The
best remembered of them were named
Lincoln Steffens, Ida M. Tarbell, Ray
Stannard Baker, Charles Edward Russell, Samuel Hopkins Adams, David
Graham Phillips and Upton Sinclair.
These writers and scores of others, in
almost a dozen magazines, added to
the sum of scandal and knowledge with detailed investigations of political, social and
business wrongs . They were the
Ralph Naders and Jack Andersons of their time.
Magazines had begun to
flourish on a broad scale in the
mid-1890s,
when
prosperity
pushed the annual flow of consumer goods over the $25-billion mark. This was accompanied by a boom in advertising.
With the increased profits, some
publications paid their top writers several thousand dollars per
article-fees that were astronomical by the standards of a
time when a skilled worker was
Lincoln Steffens
Ida M. Tarbell
lucky to make $1,500 a year.
McClure's Magazine, after a
few rough years at the beginning, was already a success in
1896 with a circulation of
300,000. While reading a newspaper late in 1899, Publisher
Samuel S. McClure hit upon a
way to surpass that figure. In
a letter dashed off to John S.
Phillips, one of his most trusted
associates, McClure wrote: "The
great feature is trusts .... That
will be the great, red-hot event."
Ida Tarbell, a serious, eventempered woman who could
never decide in later years
whether she had been a muckraker or a historian, was the
magazine's star nonfiction writUpton Sinclair
Ray Stannard Baker
er, nationally famous for her
biographies of Napoleon and
. Lincoln. She had been considering a
Only last March, Secretary of the
series on the billion-dollar U.S. Steel
Treasury John B. Connally told
Corp., the country's largest trust,
FORBES that he was all for controlling
pollution, but if the Government
whose formation had been announced
moved too fast it risked pricing U .S.
on Mar. 3, 1901. This project was
goods out of the world market. Unabandoned in favor of a history of the
Standard Oil Co .
like a reformer, a politician must consider the cost, both to himself and
A year of industrious research
the economy.
passed before Tarbell's first chapter
So what is happening today is to a
appeared in the November 1902 issue
large degree a replay of the muckof McClure's. Calmly, quietly, fact
FORBES, MAY 15, 1972

this brand of socialism one bit.
The State plan allows Electrosila a
fund of salaries, with each worker
paid according to a combination of
piece rates and time rates . There is a
bonus in that fund for productivity.
This bonus used to be based on mere
production, which encouraged quantity with no thought to quality, and
amounted usually to an additional
half-month's pay evelY six months .
But a new bonus has recently been
added from Electrosila's profit.
The bonus fund, comprising 9% to
15% of Electrosila's profit, is divided
60% for the workers and 40% for the
managers-which, given fewer chiefs
than Indians, often boosts a manager's
salary by as much as 50%. "The task of
the Material Incentives Fund," says
Vassily Ivanschenko, Deputy Director
within the State Planning Committee
for the New Economic Reform, "is
that the worker will be interested in
the finished results of the work of
the enterprise." He'd better be. If his
work is defective, he is docked . Revolutionary, surely. There could be no
Lordstowns in the U.S.S.R.
So how much can a fellow make
working at Electrosila in a good year?
Well, the worker's average pay is 140
rubles a month and the top director's
pay is 330 rubles. In between, skilled
workers can make up to 200 rubles
and engineers 250 rubles on up . This
is before bonuses. Officially, the Russians maintain tllat a ruble is worth
$1.20. As the ruble is not convertible,
this is meaningless ; the black market
rate is more like six rubles to a dollar.
But if you're figuring by the offi cial
rate, the top director of Electrosila
makes around $400 a month . The
highest-paid p eople in the Soviet Union seem to be scientists ; one top man
at the Soviet Academy of Sciences
makes over 1,000 rubles a month .
Purchasing Power

What can these rubles buy? Answering questions like that is where the
Russians really shine. They quickl y
tell an American about the free medical care, free education for the kids
plus the pay the students get from the
State. Sergei Kurnakov's son at th e
Poly technical Institute gets 39 rubles
a month and, human nature bein g
what it is, Chief Engineer Aleksandr
Suzov cut in to say that his daughter
gets 49 rubles for her excellent marks.
You can add 70 to 80 rubles a month
to a man's salalY, the people at Electrosila say, because of the things he
gets free or nearly free. Like what?
W ell, rents are very low. For 40
square meters of living space in Leningrad-about 430 square feet-the
rent can be under eight rubles a
month. This is only $10 even at the
FORBES, MAY 15, 1972

umealistic official rate. Fwther, one
does not pay for the bathroom, kitchen or hallway in a Soviet apartment.
Who p ays for it? The State. Using
what for money? First, it takes over
50% of the profit of the enterprises-a
bit more than in the U.S . Then it taxes
everything according to social and political goals . Income taxes, if you make
over 100 rubles, are 10%. But the
State's big tax is the turnover tax,
which is used to encourage the consumption of some commodities as opposed to others . Thus, while rent is
cheap, shoddy-looking shoes cost as
much as the high-priced U. S. ones.
A car? Forget it. The new Zhiguli car,
which looks like a Fiat 124-because
it is, having been produced in the
plant Fiat built for the Russians-costs
over 5,000 rubles. Who can afford it?
Almost nobody, but people still want
cars. And they want home appliances too.
They h ave told their govermnent
this by not buying the present generation of consumer goods, but rather
putting their money into savings accounts ill the State Bank. At the beginning of this year, says Vladimir
Belokon, deputy managin g dil'ector of
Savings Banks & State Credit, the savings of the population were huge: 53
billion rubles, almos t equal to onehalf of all Soviet wages paid in a year.
"As we get more consumer goods
produced, the charac ter of the people's spending will change," he says.
"They will sp end more money on durable goods, refri gerators and automobiles, and less on day-to-day things."
Helping tl1em do so will be consumer
credit, now in its infant stages in th e
Soviet Union but at interest of only
1% a year, a revelation to anybody
familiar with U .S. consumer credit
rates that often run 18% a year.
The much-publicized stress on consumer goods in the current Five-Year
Plan was in resp onse to this savings
build-up. The Soviet citi zen was making more, but not spending it because
tl1e stuff for sale didn't interest him.
For example, yard goods are big sellers
in the GUM-which is simply a lot
of shops under one roof, a sort of
forerunner of the covered sh opping
malls scattered across the U.S . With
the price high and the quality low for
the dresses on sale in Moscow, it is
not only cheaper but probably more
stylish to make your own .
Kosygin's reports on the Five-Year
Plan emphasize two things: the need
to increase labor productivity and conserve capital, and the current low
state of Soviet retailing and tl1e quality of consumer goods. The theOI'eticians blame the lack of development
in Soviet retail trade on Marxism's
contempt for trade; for Karl Marx

and his successors, production was
what counted . A more mundane explanation is that the Soviet Union has
stressed heavy indusby in every FiveYear Plan it h as ever had-and continues to do so in the current one.
The planners did not give priority
to consumer goods, with a few exceptions like television sets . A Ural
mountain village with log houses and
unpaved streets will h ave television
antennas atop every wooden roof.
Now there is a goodly allocation
of consumer goods in the current Five
Year Plan-for example, auto production is supposed to rise to 1.3 million
cars a year by 1975. However, in 1970
car production was supposed to have
hit over 700,000. It made 344,000.
Why the enormous shortfall? Officially, the explanation is that negotiations
on the F iat plant took too long and
delayed the start of production. But
more likely the reports of construction
and delivery delays are true . Such
delays are p art of the Soviet economy's problem . Kosygin criticized publicly the delays and inability to meet
production targets, but he did concede that some resources intended for
consumer goods had been diverted ' to
defense- an allusion to the problems
on the Chinese border and in Viemam.
F aced with a lineup of shOItfalls
in the last Five-Year Plan, the Soviets
hope to step up their imports of W estern technology. Of course, they h ave
be~n doing so for many years . Italy's
Montecatini has built 13 chemical
plants for the Soviet Union ; Britain's
Imperial Chemical Industries has con(Continued on page 256)

Show Me : Consumers don't

I"~

like, consumers don't buy. They
save instead. Sound familiar?
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ly to action as they discovered,
after fact was cemented into place as
"Tweed Days in St. Louis," Steffens
through the writer's eyes, that, if the
popped up almost every other month
the author documented John D.
U.S. was indeed one nation indivisifor several years with articles detailRockefeller's first steps to consolidate
ing "The Shamelessness of St. Louis,"
ble, the seams that held it together
oil production, refining and transporwere often double-dealing, cutthroat
"Pittsburgh: A City Ashamed," and
tation into a private empire. "Mr.
power struggles and outright stealing.
"Philadelphia: Corrupt and ContentDooley," a fictional Irish barkeepNo matter where one looked, it
ed." All in all, he poked into 16
created by Finley Peter Dunne-who
seemed that men removed their hands
cities and 11 states. No wonder Mr.
spoke from his Chicago saloon with
Dooley was discouraged!
from each other's pockets only long
the vox populi, put it this way: "I
enough to shake on doing another felBut the muckrakers' ideas were not
have seen America spread out from
simply launched and forgotten. They
low in.
th' Atlantic to th' Pacific, with a
"Graft ivrywhere," Mr. Dooley
led to action. In 1904 it was the tum
branch iv th' Standard Ile Comp'ny
of the insurance business to be raked
sighed with the rest of the country.
in ivry hamlet."
"'Graft in th' Insurance Comp'nies,'
over the coals. This time the man with
McClure's readers couldn't get
'Graft in Congress,' 'Graft in th' Suthe rake was Thomas Lawson, a Bosenough of Tarbell's story and sent
preem Coort,' 'Graft be an Old Graftton financier with flourishing mouscirculation figures up to an all-time
er,' 'Graft in Lithrachoor,' be Hinnery
tache and flashing eyes. Beginning
high. Rockefeller himself was less enwith "Frenzied Finance" in EveryJames: 'Graft in Its Relation to th'
thralled. Even many years later he
. body's Magazine, Lawson exposed the
Higher Life,' be Dock Eliot * . . . . An' so
was still keeping his mouth tightly
tie-in between life insurance
shut about the Tarbell expose,
companies and the "System"
opening it only long enough to
Fall' and Redemption of Minneapolis
of interlocking directorates
mutter: "Not a word, not a
controlled by none other than
word about that misguided
the muckrakers' old friend,
woman!" But he got the point.
Standard Oil. Readers who,
Since the reformers had chonot being investors, had resen publicity as their weapgarded Lawson's Wall Street
on, Rockefeller would hire
revelations with detachment
flamboyant Ivy Lee to wield
were appalled at the suggesthat weapon for Standard Oil,
tion that their trusted life inmaking the company not only
surance policies were not
"the mother of trusts" but the
much more secure than the
father of public relations.
stock market. This and other
But that was not until sevcharges sufficiently disturbed
eral years later. For the moGovernor Frank W. Higgins of
ment, the journalists had an
New York that he appointed
almost unchallenged claim to
a commission to investigate.
public attention. In the J anHeaded by William W. Armuary 1903 McClure's, Lincoln
strong and with Charles Evans
Steffens exposed municipal
Hughes as chief counsel, the
corruption in "The Shame of
Minneapolis," and Ida Tarcommission held 57 hearings
between September and Debell published her third arcember 1905. When the reticle on the machinations of
sults proved Lawson right, five
Standard Oil. But the muckhigh-ranking officers were forrakers weren't simply antibusiness. In the same issue, Ray
mally indicted, and most of
Stannard Baker, in "The Right
the others from Equitable, Mutual and New York Life insurTo Work," revealed the crimes
committed in the name of unance companies resigned.
Other writers tackled the
ionism during the United Mine
Workers' strike of September
railroad problem. And what a
1902. McClure seemed as surproblem it was! By 1905 railprised as anyone to discover
road accidents were causing
Among the muckraking magazines-which
that the issue not only had
20,000 deaths a year-a foreincluded Cosmopolitan, Collier's and Evthree outstanding investigative
taste of Ralph Nader and auto
erybody's-McClure's was the most authoripieces, but a single theme:
safety.
Special rates and retative. Publisher Samuel McClure gave Ida
American lawlessness. "We did
bates, outlawed during the
Tarbell five years to research her expose of
not plan it so," he wrote in his
1870s by four midwestern
Standard Oil. She was aided by wastepaper
editorial. "Ii: is a coincidence
states and again in 1887 by
scraps from an alert Rockefeller office boy.
that the January McClure's is
the Federal Interstate Comsuch an arraignment of Amermerce Act, continued to be
ican character as should make every
it goes, till I'm that blue, discouraged,
handed out together with free passes.
one of us stop and think." Instead of,
an' broken-hearted I cud go to th'
Favoritism sped some freight cars
edge iv th' wurruld an' jump off."
along the tracks and left competitors'
America, Love It or Leave It, the muckrakers were saying, America, Love It
Oddly enough, Mr. Dooley's catashipments stuck on sidings. Thirty
and Change It.
log of graft neglected to mention the
years of public outrage had done litExtensive research made McClure's
most famous graft exposer of them
tle to remedy the situation; the Interarticles more thorough 'and authoriall, Lincoln Steffens. Starting in the
state Commerce Commission had
McClure's October 1902 issue with
tative than any previous reporting.
done less. A disheartened commissionReaders of the magazine were led
er, Charles A. Prouty, put it on the
·Or . Chlrles W. Eliot. president of Harvard Unifrom reflection to anger and frequentline for a Chicago newspaper interversity . 1869-1909.
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is the Shipping Trust; when het s afloat

There's a mighty poor show for the poor
People's boat.
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Thunder Stealer. These cartoons appeared in An Alphabet of Joyous Trusts, published by the Democrats in the Presidential
view: "If the Interstate Commerce
Commission were worth buying, the
railroads would try to buy it. This
body is valueless in its ability to corre ct railroad abuses."
Finally, public clamor about railroad malpractices had become too
loud to be ignored. Robert L a Follette,
leader of the Progressive movement,
had ·been at it, and Theodore Roosevelt himself had begun his tenure as
President by attacking raih·oad magnates James J. Hill and E.H. Harriman
in the Northern Secmities antitrust suit.
In 1905 out came the "big stick"
again. Thwack! across the railroads'
back. After first making the railroads
shudder with a message to Congress
calling for government regulation,
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Roosevelt had Iowa Representative
William P. H epbmn introduce a bill
whose relative leniency insmed its
acceptance. Compared with the specter of government regulation, it was a
relief for the raih·oads, but it was also
the beginning of change.
The muckrakers' greatest triumph
was the passage of the Pure Food &
Drug Act. Dr. Harvey W . Wiley had
been denouncing adulterated food
since 1883 when he was made chief
chemist in the U .S. Department of
Agricultme. Backed by the National
Consumers League and the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, Wiley
traveled around the country making
speeches. Yet nothing happened .
Patent medicines were an even

greater scandal. By 1900 patent medicine sales had reached $100 million
-enough for every one of the nation's 80 million men, women, children and babes in arms to down at
least one miracle remedy a year. Advertising copywriters worked themselves into a lyrical lather describing
Royal Deliverance Capsules ("the only infallible monthly regulator," mailed
iil a plain wrapper), Sexine Pills or
Genuine Buffalo Oil, "sovereign remedy for baldness." For babies there
were pacifying syrups laced with morphine and cocaine.
One of the most popular panaceas
was Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, whose label was embellished
with Mrs . Pinkham's sharp-nosed
FORBES, MAY 15, 1972
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is the Oil Trust,

a modem Bill Sikes;
He defies the police,
and docs just as
he likes.

is

the Beef Trust.

This heartless old

sinner

Makes the People pay double or go
without dinner.

ChP,aIQ R1'. lal'!. U' W. R. HEARST.

campaign of 1904 . Re publica n Teddy Roosevelt stole the trust-busting thunder, beat Democrat Alton B. Parker handily.
cameo profile and the slogan, "Only
a woman can understand a woman's
ills ." Although the liquid tas ted bad
enough to be b elievably medicinal,
most of its invigorating properties
came from the 20% alcohol it contained . Thousands of women, ministers and sworn teetotalers drank
enough Pinkham's, Pe-m-na and
other tonics to keep themselves in a
genteel fo g, if not an outright stupor.
Ironically, Mrs. Pinkham was a temp erance advocate h erself and was
showered by testimonials from fellow
Women's Christian T emperance Union members.
And then, of course, there was
meat. Armour, Swift, Wilson and the
other large Chicago packers had been
FOR BES, MAY 15, 1972

unshaken by a federal investigation
in 1899, where General Nelson A.
Miles charged that "embalmed m eat"
had had a deadlier effect on his troops
dming the Spanish American W ar
than had enemy bullets . After h earing
eight volumes of testimony, including
a statement from Colonel Teddy
Roosevelt to the effect that h e would
rather h ave eaten his old hat than
canned meat, a Presiden tial commission dismissed the charges. Meat inspection laws were on the b ooks, the
commlSSlOn noted ; therefore, they
"must have been followed."
Not according to Upton Sinclair,
who spent seven weeks among the
Packingtown, Ill. meat workers collecting material for his book, The Jun-

gle . Sinclair wanted to arouse public
symp athy for the men who worked
under appallingly unsanitary conditions . Readers were appalled, all
right, but not by the working conditions. When they read about hams
thick with rat droppings and meat
scraped off the filthy floor and canned,
they were literally fed up. "Oh dear,"
sighed Mr. D ooley, "th' things I've
consumed in days past. What is lard?
Lard is ann ything that isn't good
enough f'r an axle. What is potted
h am? It is made in akel parts iv
plasther iv Paris, sawdust, rope, an'
incautious laborer. To what kiligdom
does canned chicken belong? It is a
mineral."
This was 1906. Sinclair reflected,
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Teddy Roosevelt, an ardent conservation ist and
trustbuster, has gone down in history a s a re former-although the muckrakers' barrages often irritated him . For example, he pushed the Pure Food &
Drug Act, which ended abuses in the me atpacking
"1 aimed for the public's heart, and
I hit it in the stomach." President
Roosevelt's daily mail grew heavy with
letters demanding a cleanup of the
meat industry. TR finally wrote to
Doubleday, Page & Co ., Sinclair's publisher: "Tell Mr. Sinclair to go horne
and let me run the country for a
while." But the pure food bill now
moved out of House committee where
it had been languishing for four years.
It passed in June 1906 and was amplified ten days later by passage of
Senator Albert Beveridge's meat inspection amendment.
When they tackled politics, the
muckrakers didn't fare quite as well.
David Graham Phillips' article, "The
Treason of the Senate," caused a huge
stir. "The Senators are not elected by
the people," Phillips charged; "they
are elected by the 'interests.' " He pilloried a number of the culplits by
name, including, in Roosevelt's words,
"poor old Chauncey Depew" of New
York. "Did you ever think where the
millions for watchers, spellbinders,
halls, processions, posters, pamphlets, that are spent in national, state
and local campaigns come from?"
Phillips asked. "Do you imagine those
who foot those huge bills are fools?"
56

and patent medicine businesses. As heavy advertisers, medicine peddlers once wielded great finan cial power over th e press, to the point of obtaining
ad contracts that were cancellable if laws should be
enacted which restricted their business methods.

Perhaps because Roosevelt, too,
knew the importance of financial
backing, perhaps because he needed
votes in the Senate for other projects,
the President now felt that the time
had corne to scold the scolders . Hence
his "Man with the Muckrake" speech.
But in 1913 the Senate was reformed
when the 17th Amendment took election of Senators away from state legislatures and placed it directly in the
hands of the voters. The muck had
not been raked in vain .
Eventually, muckraking ran its
course. Sam McClure, alert as usual
to his readers' interests, in 1906 instructed his staff to put more emphasis on "good news." The muckrakers
continued to write: on the race problem, child labor, prison abuses, churchowned slums, workmen's compensation, and prostitution, but after
1910 advertising and financial backing began falling off rapi9.ly. Finally, in 1914, the outbreak of World
War I drew the nation's eyes from
domestic problems to the international crisis.
Twelve years of sound and fmy
were over; what had they signified?
"I see gr-reat changes takin' place ivry
day," said Mr. Dooley, speaking for

the skeptics, "but no change at all ivry
fifty years." In a sense, Mr. Dooley
was right: By the 1930s enough new
-and old- abuses had piled up to
make the New Deal reforms popular
and almost certainly necessary. But
the important thing was this: In 1905,
as in 1935, the u.S . capitalist system
proved it could absorb and adapt; it
was flexible enough to change with
the times; if society changed, capitalism could ~hange with it.
The lesson was that the cmbing of
special interests is sometimes necessary, not only for the smvival of the
nation as a whole but even for the
smvival of the special interests themselves. Sam McClure put it very well
in a famous editorial :
"Capitalists, workingmen, politicians, citizens- all breaking the law,
or letting it be broken. Who is left to
uphold it? ... There is no one left;
none but all of us . . .. We forget that
we all are the people; that while each
of us in his group can shove off on the
rest the bill of today, the debt is only
postponed; the rest are passing it on
back to us. We have to pay in the end,
everyone of us . And in the end the
sum total of the debt will be our
liberty." •
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The PBS Is Still,
. '

Limbo

~

Mr. Nixon issued
W HEN
an ExecutIve Order '

creating the Office of TelecommunicationS Policy on
Sept. 4, 1970, it continued a
trend toward consolidation
of telecommunications that
had· begun ' in 1950 under
President Truman. But the
new OTP soon proved a different sort of bureaucracy
tqan its ancestors.
Until then Vice Pres~dent
Spiro .Agnew had been the
leading voice for exptessing "
the Nixon Administration's
displeasure with press, radio
and TV news coverage.
Since 1969 he had inveighed
against · "instant analysis" .
and particularly the allegedly slanted reporting and
commentary of the "eastern
liberal .establishment."
Suddenly the vQice was
that of 33 - year - old. Clay T.
Whitehead, a former employee of the think -. tank
Rand Corporation where he
was a systems analyst. As .
head .of the OTP Whitehead
was listened to with'growing
alarm by both commercial .
TV and the nation's struggling, 147 public roadcasting stations. .

'A Real Question'
While he seemed to be
threatening to take away the
license of a commercial station (licenses come up for
renewal every three years)
that failed "to act to correct
imbalance or consistent bias
from the networks - or who
acquiesce, by . silence/' . he
also had thoughts· about the
public TV s tat ion s that
seemed t 0 jeopardize at
least some of their inde'pendence.
". . . There is a real question whether public television .. . . should be carrying
public affarrs and news commentary ,at all," said Whitehead in one early speech.
"N 0 citizen who feels
strongly about one or·anotherside of a matter of cur.rent · public :coIitroveriilY enjoys watching the other side
presented," Whitehead told
a ~ Senate . Subcommittee
hearing' a n: ' Constitutional
Rights . . "But be enjoys it a
good deal . less when it is
preserit~d :at his :ex'pense.'~ ,
These comment~ h a. d
brdught a .. wl!rning . from
then president p f p'ub,lic
Broadcasting Servic~, Hartford Gunn Jr.: "What
they're really suggesttng is
that to el,iminate .the threat
of government interference,
we shoul!! eli~nate public ,
affairs programming. That
is like telling newspapers the
best way to stop goverpment
threats of censorship ' is to
stop publishing."
Whitehead spoke fro m
a position of , great power.
~ot only was his OTP in the
4 • -'
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I 'm accusing the White
House."
Afier three months 0 f
rough and tumble dickering,
the two sides a week ago
, presented a compromise
that Cmtis confidently believed would be accepted by
the CPB board and that Rogers said PBS ceuld live with.

LeHers
&'- Science
White House, it presumably
coUld bring weighty arguments to Mar on the~
retion for Public Broadcasting, the group ongmally set
up to funnel money into programs for the public sta .
or anized int
roadcasting Service.
. The original idea was to
shield PBS from all political
pressure and at the same
time assure the always
starving public stations good
programs paid for through
CPB. But CPB suddenly announced late last y~ar that it
would control programs and
programming that it financed.
'

• CPB would consult with
the public stations (Rogers'
group) 011 programs funded
by CPB. But CPB would
have the right to choose aU
such programs. However, if
the Rogers group dissented ,
the iss ue could be appealed
to the chairmen of the two
groups - Curtis and Rogers .
• Programs not funded bx.,
CPBwould have access to
tlte.. public stations (called in
the trade the "interconnection" ). But the CPB negotiators declared, " should there
be any conflict of opinion as
to balance, fairness and objectivity of any of these programs, either group can appeal to a monitoring committee consisting of three
CPB trustees and three Rogers group trustees." And it
would take four votes for the
committee 0 keep "the program off the network.

Millions Vetoed
To do battle with CPB,
headed by former Missouri
Congressman Thoin.as Curtis
and now dominated by Nixon - appointees, 147 public
stations set up a committee
under Ralph Rogers, head of
Texas Industries and of Dallas' KERA-TV.
Meanwhile, President Nixon had cut the funds for public broadcasting by $120 million. The CPB had indicated
that for economic reason

• " Scheduling of the in. terconnection will be done
by the Rogers group in direct consultation with the
program staff of CPB." If
CPB objected to the scheduling, the appeal machinery
would be used.
The Rejection
While this seemed to give
a balance of strength, Whitehead's OTP conducted a 48hour telephone campaign to
swing CPB board members
against the compromise.
" Bot there was ho pres.' sure," said an OTP spokesman.
. Last weekend the CPB
. board voted 10-4 against the
compromise. Curtis immedia.tely resigned as CPB chairman. A new CPB negotiating team was named consisting of Dr. Gloria Anderson, Jack Wrather and Neal
Freeman - Freeman and
Wi'ather were known to stand
fo~ complete program contrOl by CP13.
Com mented an unhappy
Rogers, "We pmsued this
plan for three months, and
we had a complete agreement worked out and a majority of. the board were in
-favor of this agreement, and
then , aU of a sudden something happened. I suspect it
was Mr. Whitehead who
happened.
" What we have to find.out
is whether the President ap~
proves Whitehead trying to .
influence a board that i~
supposed to be absolutely
impartiaJ, nonpolitical and
independent. "

. '.

such programs as conservative William Buckley Jr.'s
"Firing .: Line," outspoken
Democrat . '''Bill Moyer.s'
Jomnai" and "Washington
Week in Review" would no
longer be funded: .
Senator J 0 h n Pastore
(Dem.-1U.) commented a
month ago at .his Senate
Commerce _ subcommittee
hearings on legislation to increase financing for CPB,
"I'Iil beginning to wonder if
some strong-afm methods
are being used (to control
program content). I'm not
accusing the (~PB) .board.
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